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The Saint Barth Bucket

SWEET SIXTEEN
The 16th edition of the Saint Barth
Bucket sets sail on Thursday,
March 24 to Sunday, March 27.
This year celebrates the 25th
anniversary of the first Bucket (in
Nantucket) and will feature a fleet
of 40 fabulous sailboats. A great
spectacle both at sea and in the air,
as part of the 25th anniversary celebration is an air show with four
WWII planes putting on a special
performance (see related article).
The 16th edition of the Saint Barth
Bucket gets underway with the
Thursday evening 5pm captain’s
briefing. Open to yachts over 100’
long, the fleet has a few entries
under this size, of which the smallest is the 76’ White Wings, a
Brooklin Boatyard W-Class yacht.
The largest: Maltese Falcon, the
88m Perini Navi super yacht, participating for the third time.
Among the newcomers: Christopher, a new 46m ketch built by
Pendennis Shipyard; Elena of London, a 55m Herreshoff 1911
schooner replica launched in 2009;
Kokomo, a 58m Alloy Yacht sloop
dated 2010; Marie, a new 55m
ketch from Vitters Shipyard, and
Twizzle, a new 57m ketch from
Royal Huisman Shipyard.
The two winners from 2010 will
also be here, both impressive JClass replicas: the 42m Hanuman,
which won the Newport Bucket in
September, and the 41m Ranger,
winner of the Saint Barth Bucket
in 2010. Bucket veterans include
Antara, Ranger, Rebecca, Hyperion, Salperton, White Wings, and
Sojana. Former winners, who have
their name inscribed on the Bucket
trophy, and are racing again in
2011, comprise Windrose (2008),
Meteor (2009), and Ranger (2010).
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For the first time this year, the fleet
is divided into three classes: Les
Grandes Dames des Mers, Les
Gazelles des Mers, and a new
class, Les Elegantes des Mers,
including classic boats or spirit of
tradition yachts.
Blending power and size, The
Bucket has developed over time
into the most important informal
rendezvous for the owners of some
of the world’s most magnificent
sailboats. Informal, yet the place to
be: boat builders, architects, designers, international reporters and photographers, special guests, and crew
arrive from the four corners of the
globe. There will be at least 800
direct participants in the event, and
up to 2,000 including friends, family, and visitors from the exterior.
Each year, a greater number of
tourists time their trips in rhythm
with the Bucket as not to miss the
fabulous show put on by the
increasingly extraordinary fleet.

Three Days of Sailing
The first regatta takes place on Friday, March 25, with a tour around
the island in a counter-clockwise
direction. The first of the staggered
starts, according to the handicap
assigned to each boat, is scheduled
for 11am. On Saturday, March 26,
the race is an Olympic triangle
around the islets to the north of the
island (Pelé, Boulanger, Toc Vert,
Frégate, Bonhomme, and
Fourchue). The third and final
regatta is on Sunday, March 27,
and comprises a clockwise tour
around the island.

Inc, as its first PRO (professional
race officer), responsible for all
on-water activities of the Bucket;
courses, buoys, start/finish, all
chase and safety boats. The SNSM
rescue boat, as well as seven other
vessels with flashing lights, will
assure security at sea, especially in
the zone below the air show, as
this area is off limits to all navigation (see related article). The race
organizers also request that all
those who go out in private boats
to admire the yachts in the race, to
please maintain a distance of at
least 100 meters (325 feet).

SCHEDULE

EVENTS

The Bucket Marquee at the Quay (BMQ)

• Th u r s day, Mar ch 24t h
✍ 5pm: Skipper’s meeting
by invitation only.
✍ 7-9 pm : Fleet Welcome Party
(BMQ)

• Fr iday, Mar ch 25t h
✍ 9 am: Fleet briefing at the Quay
✍ 11am : First Gun/First Race –
“Around the Island Race”
✍ 3:30pm : Air Show over Shell Beach
✍ 7-9 pm : Live Music with Soley
Dock party & Fleet Open House :
Only on invitation – Invitations

will be issued to yacht owners to
allocate to their crews and guests.

• Sat u rday, March 26t h
✍ 9 am: Fleet briefing at the Quay
✍ 11 am : First Gun/Second Race –
“The Wiggley Course”
✍ 3:30pm : Air Show over Shell Beach
✍ 8 pm: Bucket Bash - Cocktails,
light fare, live music & dancing;
under the marquee at the Quay.
✍ 7 pm : Live Music with Papa-

guyo & Bankie Banx

Security First

• Su n day, March 27t h

For the second time, and to maintain the security and quality of the
event, the Bucket will be hosting
Peter Craig of Premiere Racing

✍ 9am : Fleet briefing at the Quay
✍ 11 am : First Gun/Third Race –
Around the Island Clockwise
✍ 3pm : Air Show over Shell Beach
✍ 6:30 pm : Awards Presentation
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Three days of racing
Security Notice
For All Bucket Spectators In Boats

• FRIDAY, March 25th •
First Gun / First Race: “Around the Island Race” Course

It is a wonderful and rare opportunity to be
able to follow the progress of the Bucket fleet
in your own boat. However, please be aware
that these giant sailboats move at great speeds
and their capacity to maneuver quickly in case
of emergency during the regatta is extremely
limited—that is to say, virtually impossible!
For your safety, you must keep well clear of
the security zone, which is 100 meters (325
feet) from all racing yachts, turning marks of
the courses, the start/finish line, and the committee boat.

Navigation In The Port
During the times that the boats leave and
return to the docks on Friday, March 25, Saturday, March 26, and Sunday, March 27, all
boats participating in the Bucket have priority
to maneuver in the port, especially during the
morning hours of 9am-11:30am and in the
afternoon from3:30pm-6pm. The also have
priority out on the water where the races are
taking places, as these large sailboats can be
difficult to maneuver.

• SATURDAY, March 26th •
First Gun / Second Race “The Wiggley Course”

Off-Limits Zone
A zone of two nautical miles by one mile
wide, and up to 1500 meters (4900 feet) in
altitude in front of Shell Beach, will be
demarcated by yellow spherical buoys during
the three days of the race. All navigation and
anchoring is strictly forbidden in the interior
of this zone.

Best Places to watch

The best spots to see what’s happening out at
sea: the hills of Gustavia or Lurin, the lighthouse in Gustavia, Grand-Fond, PointeMilou, the heights of Anse des Cayes (road to
Colombier), the beach in Flamands, and the
outlook point in Colombier.

• SUNDAY, March 27th •
First Gun/Third Race “Around the Island Clockwise”

Weather Forecast

If the forecast from the Windguru website
holds true, conditions for the Bucket should be
ideal for a great regatta. On Friday: winds average of 14 knots with 6-ft. swells from the
northeast. Saturday should see slightly higher
winds from the northeast at 15 to 17 knots with
6-ft. swells from the north-northwest. Sunday:
more of the same.
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Air Show Celebrates
25th Anniversary Of The Bucket
the 2011 st barth bucket will not only put on a great show at sea, but also in the air, as the bucket regattas,
celebrate their 25th anniversary. as part of this fabulous nautical event, a spectacular air show is set to soar in
the skies of st barth.
The idea for this unique air
show—probably the first
in the world to unite maxi
yachts and antique aviation—was put forth by the
owner of the new 55-meter
ketch, Marie, built at Vitters Shipyard and launched
last summer. The owner is
also a member of the
Bosarge Family Foundation, principal benefactors
of the Texas Flying Legends Museum, whose goal
is to collect Second World
War American fighter
planes still in flying condition. He wanted to celebrate the 25 years of the
Bucket in the air, and proposed the idea to Bruno
Magras, president of the
Collectivity, also an aviation enthusiast, and the
stage was set to bring
these vintage planes to the
skies of Saint Barth.
All they needed was to
find an organizer for such
an event, which in light of
aviation regulations, must
be French. As a result, the
new non-profit association, The Saint Barth
Aeronautic Club (CASB),
stepped up to the plate to
undertake the job of organizing the air show, and getting the necessary administrative authorization.

High Flying Acrobatics
Four planes from the Texas
Flying Legends Museum
are set to participate in the
air show that will take
place over the three days of
the Saint Barth Bucket: a
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each day’s race, starting
3:30pm.
«Combined with the necessary licenses required to
make such a trip even possible, we had to pull all
our resources together to
make this happen. None of
this would have been possible without the generous
support of many people,
especially the Bosarge
Family Foundation and
their support of the Texas
Flying Legends Museum.
Today, witnessing these
spectacular aerial events,
with these spectacular
planes, at this incredible
venue, we are all very
grateful. Remember all
veterans, be inspired, and
Enjoy the Show!”, Griffith
said.

Texas Flying Legends crew in Juliana wednesday.
P-51 D Mustang, a B-25 J mation surrounding the
Mitchell, a Goodyear fleet every morning, these
FG1D Corsair, and a Cur- WWII fighter planes will
tiss P-40K. These four leg- also perform a 20-25
endary planes will only be minute air show in an airvisible in the air: due to the space reserved especially
small size of the runway at for them—two nautical
Saint Barth’s Gustav III miles by one mile wide,
airport, they will take off and up to an altitude of
and land from the tarmac at 1500 meters (4900 feet)
Juliana in Sint Maarten. over Shell Beach, after
The planes and their five
pilots arrived in Sint
About the Texas Flying Legends Museum
Maarten on Wednesday.
“When the opportunity was
presented to perform at the
St. Barths Bucket Regatta
in 2011, we were very
excited to make this mission a reality. However, to
accomplish the trip to St.
Barths and back, we would
have to cross more water
than had ever been attempted since WWII in these
planes !», says Chris Griffith, president ot the Texas
Flying Legends Museum.
And to do so, the planes
had to make two stops
between Houston and Fort
Lauderdale, and three stops
between Fort Lauderdale
and Sint Maarten.
In addition to a fly-by for-

«TO INSPIRE THE YOUNG
AND HONOR THE HEROES»

Based out of Ellington Field in Houston, Texas, The
Texas Flying Legends Museum mission is a simple
one: To acquire the best flying WWII aircraft available
today, and campaign these Flying Legends with a message of inspiration and honor.
Its fleet is composed of five planes. In addition to the
four that will perform during the St Barth Bucket, the
museum also owns one of only two flying Japanese
Zeros left in the world.
«The Texas Flying Legends Museum is here to remind
younger generations of these qualities that have been
shown throughout US history, and to remind them it is
now their time again. These pristine warbirds will provide a sense of inspiration for those who are not aware
or involved in the great history of our country, and
most importantly honor the many that are», said Chris
Griffith, president of the museum.
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Flying today
P-51D Mustang –«Dakota Kid II»
The North American P-51 Mustang was first designed in
1940 as America’s answer to a battle the Allied Forces
were losing over the skies of Europe during World War II.
At its design
was time-tested
remaining dominant through the
Korean conflict
and becoming
known as «the
Cadillac of the
Sky».
The airplane is painted in the colors of Noble Peterson
(the Dakota Kid) who flew 106 missions out of Steeple
Morden, England in 1944 & 1945.
Maximum speed : 505 mph – Weight : 7125 lbs empty
(12,300 lbs combat ready) – Service ceiling : 41,900 ft –
Mustang Pilot Aces (pilots with five or more victories in the
air) : 281 – Number of Mustang produced : 15,686 – Mustang remaining today : 165
Flying “Dakota Kid II” today is Casey Odegaard
Casey, first solo was at 16 and he started flying P-51D
Mustangs at 21. Since then, he has logged nearly 2000
hours in nearly everything from
an Aeronca Champ to a Douglas DC-3. Casey, 27, has been
building and maintaining warbirds since high school and is
currently working on a
Goodyear F2G Super Corsair.

P-40K – «Aleutian Tiger»
This P-40K was built in 1942 and sent to Russia as part of
the lend lease program. It crash landed in Murmansk after
a battle with four Nazi aircraft. It was recovered in 1991
and completed in 2006.
The Curtiss
P-40 WahHawk was
an american
singleengine, single-seat, allmetal fighter
and ground
attack aircraft that first flew in 1938. It remained in front line service until the end of the war. It was the third most produced
amerian fighter ever, after the P-501 and P-47 by november 1944, when production of the P-40 ceased.
Lenght : 31,67 ft – Weight : 6,350 lbs empty ( 8,280 lbs
loaded) – Powerplant : 1xAllison V-1710-39 liquid cooled
V12 engine – Maximum speed : 360 mph – Service ceiling :
29,000 ft - Number of P-40 produced : 13,738

Flying the “Aleutian Tiger”
today is Warren Pietsch
Warren began flying at a young age
and soloed on his 16th birthday. In
1980, after restoration of his TCraft, Warren joined his father and
brother, Kent in the Air Show industry, performing at shows across the
U.S. and Canada. In addition to flying Air Shows, Warren was a captain for a major airline for
20 years flying Lockheed 1011, B-727 and B-737’s worldwide. Warren has accumulated over 26,000 hours of flight
time in aircraft ranging from gliders, J-3 Cubs, antique aircraft and vintage WWII aircraft. He is qualified for aerobatics in numerous aircraft, including the P-51 Mustang. Warren is also qualified for formation aerobatics and is an Aerobatic Competency Evaluator (ACE) for ICAS.

GOODYEAY FG-1D CORSAIR – «WHISTLING DEATH»
The Chance Vought F4U Corsair was a carrier capable
fighter aircraft that saw service primarly in WWII and the
Korean War.
The Corsair
served in with
the US Navy,
US Marines,
Fleet Air Arm
and the Royal
New Zealand
Air Force, as
well as the French Navy Aeronavale and other, until the
1960s. It quickly became the most capable carrier-based
fighter bomber of WWII. Some Japanese pilots regarded it
as the most formidable American Fighter of World War II
and the US Navy counted an 11 : 1 kill ratio with the F4U
Corsair.
Restoration ot this Goodyear FG-1D was completed in
2010 by Air Power unlimited of Jerome, Idaho, winning
«Grand Champion» honors at Oshkosh.
Maximum speed : 425 mph – Length : 33ft 4in – Empty
weight : 8,982 lbs (14,000 lbs loaded) – Powerplant :
1xPratt & Whitney R-2800-8W radial engine, 2250 hp –
Service ceiling : 36,900 ft – Number produced : 12,571
“Whistling Death” is being flown today
by Robert “Bob” Odegaard.
Bob began flying in high school, and
went on to A&P trade school for his
certificate. Bob was a Flight instructor
and taught skydiving throughout college. He flew target jets for the U.S.
Air Force as a civilian 11 years and
spent 31 years in an aerial crop spraying business. Bob began rebuilding
World War II airplanes in 1988.

B-25J – «BETTY’S DREAM»
The B-25 Mitchell
was a twin engine
medium bomber
manufactured by
North American Aviation. It was named
in honor of General
Bily Mitchell, a pioneer of US military
aviation. The B-25 is
the only American
military aircraft named after a specific person. The B-25 is the type aircraft used General James Doolittle’s Tokyo raiders in 1942. They flew a
formation of these land based bombers off the aircraft carrier USS Hornet and bombed Tokyo, then proceeded on to bases in China & Russia.
Restoration was completed in 2000 by Aerotrader of Chino, California,
winning «Grand Champion» honors at Oshkosh in 2000.
Maximum speed : 275 mph – Length : 52 ft 11 in – Empty weight : 21,120
lbs (33,510 loaded) )- Power plant : 2 x Wright R-2600 Cyclone Radials,
1700 hp each – Service ceiling : 25,000 ft dream delayed only by economic
Flying “Betty’s Dream” today
constraints. At the same time, Hank
is Doug Rozendaal.
wanted to bring specialty eye care
Doug began
to rural communities where none
his profeswas available and the airplane was
sional flying
a key tool in this service. What
career in the
began as 1 clinic at the Sioux Indiright seat of
an reservation at Standing Rock
a
DC-3
hauling
freight. With over 30 years of experience, Doug holds an Airline
Transport pilot rating in numerous
WWII Transports and Bombers as
well as Corporate Jets. He also
flies many of the significant Allied
Fighters of WWII. He is a Certified
Flight Instructor and FAA Pilot
Examiner in Single and MultiHank (right) with Noble Peterson
engine aircraft including the B-25.
(died 2009)
Doug is a surface level aerobatic
airshow pilot in WWII fighter air- expanded to 15 clinics in 3 states,
craft and performs at numerous air- only made possible by flying.
show venues annually all across By 1995, Hank decided to purAmerica. He has been selected by chase a military historical plane, a
the US Navy to fly Vintage War- P-51. The plane was totally rebuilt
birds with Modern Navy Fighters by Gerry Beck of Tri- State Aviain the US Navy Legacy Flight tion in Wahpeton, North Dakota.
When completed in 1997 it was
Program.
finished in the markings of a North
Dakota WWII veteran, Noble
«Hank» will be Co-Pilot
Upon completion of medical Peterson, a patient of Hank’s. The
school and specialty training in eye markings are from the 355 Fighter
surgery, Dr. Henry (Hank) Reichert Group, 358 Fighter Squadron and
moved back to North Dakota in named after the P-51 Noble flew,
1970 and started The Eye Clinic of the Dakota Kid II. The Dakota Kid
North Dakota. Soon thereafter he II was purchased by the museum in
started flight training, a lifelong September 2010.
courtesy www.FlyingFreedom.us
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A Brief History of the Bucket Regattas
The first Bucket regatta was
organized in Nantucket,
Mass, in August, 1986 by
Roger Janes, Captain of the
82’ Huisman Ketch,
VOLODOR; Peter Goldstein, owner-Captain of the
65’ Derecktor Sloop, FLYING GOOSE, and John
Clyde Smith, Captain of the
92’ Bill Garden designed
sloop, MANDALAY, to
coincide with MANDALAY
owner Nelson Doubleday’s
birthday celebrations. During an evening that evolved
into a rather torrid Rum
Squall, debate raged as to
what each yacht and crew
could accomplish, and the
stage was set for bragging
rights. The following day,
seven yachts sailed the first
Nantucket Bucket, a fifteen
mile course in Nantucket
Sound. Recollections are

hazy as to exactly which
yacht won, but records clearly indicate that no yacht finished worse than seventh.
Between 1986 and 2001, the
Nantucket Bucket flourished, becoming a premier
Mega Yacht Regatta that
invited owners and crews of
the world’s largest sailing
yachts to sail to peak performance in a safe venue, in
the spirit of wholesome competition. The concept of pursuit racing was brought to
life by the Bucket, with each
Yacht assigned its own start
time on a clear starting line
for safety, and the start time
calibrated to induce the
yacht’s speed handicap.
Consequently, the first yacht
to cross the finish line, wins.
Following the announcement
that 2001 was to be the last
Nantucket Bucket, the

founders passed the torch to
the present Bucket Race
Committee; Hank Halsted,
Ian Craddock and Timothy
Laughridge. The summer
venue was shifted in 2002, to
Newport, RI, where the
event has since been well
hosted by the Newport Shipyard.
The first St. Barths Bucket
was sailed in 1995 with a
fleet of 4 yachts; SARIYAH,
the 131’ S & S ketch, Tom
Taylor’s 108’ Ron Holland
ketch, GLEAM, Nelson
Doubleday’s 130’ Palmer
Johnson ketch, MANDALAY and PARLAY, the
Alden design 127’ Ketch.
As with the Nantucket Bucket, the St. Barth’s Bucket
concept was encouraged and
fully supported by Tom Taylor (owner of Gleam) and
Nelson Doubleday (owner of
Mandalay). The original
organizers Tim Laughridge
(Sariyah), John Clyde-Smith
& Ian Craddock (Mandalay)
and Mike Frierbend (Gleam)
arranged a mostly informal
event for the first few years.
Fishing was a big part of the
first races around St. Barths,
with GLEAM the usual winner in that department.
The turning point came during the year of the famous
LeMans start - Surely a first
in any kind of yacht racing.
With the fleet at anchor in
Colombier, one crewmember
was required to drink a
daiquiri then take a high
speed tender ride out to their
vessel. The yachts were
required to sail off their
anchor (no engines) then at
the end of the race sail onto
their anchor for another high
speed tender ride to the
beach. For obvious safety
reasons this was the first and
last time the “LeMans”
start/finish was attempted.
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It was at this time the local
authorities suggested that it
appeared there was an annual regatta happening on their
island and it would be best
for all involved if the event
was formalized with all
appropriate permissions
requested and requirements
followed with the hosts, the
St. Barths government, and
the Federation Francaise de
la Voile for formal permission to hold a Regatta in
French Waters. This was the
dawn of the modern Bucket
format. Hank Halsted was
brought in as Managing
Director and together with
Melanie Smith, a St. Barth’s
local, evolved the event into
what it is today.
Within a decade, the St.
Barths Bucket expanded
beyond all reasonable expectations. With a limit of 30
yachts required by the local
Authorities to keep a handle
on the event, the Bucket has
been all but full every year
since 2005. In recent years,
the fleet has overflowed with
applicants even before the
Notice of Race is published!
As the Bucket Regattas have
evolved, the organizers have
kept a tight focus on maintaining the original, noncommercial flavor of the
event.
The primary reason for the
success of the Bucket Regattas is that the emphasis is
more upon wholesome fun
than about winning. The stated goal is to “win the party”.
The omnipresent, over riding
conundrum for the Bucket
Raced Committee is to convince the most competitive
owners on planet (demonstrated by the fact that they
own these things in the first
place) that winning isn’t
important!!
Courtesy of St Barth Bucket
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From its casual
beginnings in
Nantucket twentyfive years ago to
its most recent

A 25th ANNIVERSARY
BUCKET BOOK
iterations at the St. Barth
and Newport Buckets in
2010, with more than 30
mega-yachts sailing in
magnificent splendor, the
Bucket has captured
sailors’ imagination in a
way that no other event
can begin to approach.

mega-yachts was developed, the issue of safety
when racing, and background information on the
sponsors who contribute
significantly to its success.
And, of course, a review of
the justly renowned Bucket
parties!

To celebrate the forthcoming twenty-fifth anniversary of the Bucket Regattas—from 1986-2011—the
organizers have asked captain Timothy Laughridge,
one of the Bucket directors, to oversee the publication of a book highlighting the Regattas’ evolution
over the years. Captain
Laughridge has commissioned Concepts Publishing, Inc. to produce the
book.

Needless to say, the book
will devote much of its
space to images of the
Bucket. After all, the allure
of the Bucket lies in the
beauty and majesty of the
participants…

From Nantucket to St.
Barth to Newport, the
Bucket has attracted a
growing coterie of devoted
participants. The book will
tell the Bucket story in
their words and from the
perspective of the organizing group and Race Committee. It will also include
more detailed chapters on
how the rating system for
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The editors welcome and
encourage contributions
from Bucket participants,
past and present. Contributions can be personal experiences, anecdotes, and
remembrances of specific
Buckets. They’re particularly interested in photos
of past Buckets, including
the Nantucket Bucket and
the early St. Barth and
Newport Buckets.
Please send any and all
written material and contact information to
Alessandro Vitelli at
sandro.bucketregattas@
yahoo.com
St Barth Weekly n°217

WHO’S IN THE BUCKET ?
Check out The Weekly’s complete portfolio
of 40 magnificent sailboats, divided into
three categories, as they head to the starting
line of the 2011 St Barth Bucket regattas.
Our exclusive listings include name, length
in meters, shipyard and type of boat, as well
as a photo of each entry to try and help you
identify them as they race around the island
this weekend.

LES ELEGANTES DES MERS

REBECCA
type : Ketch - Designer : Frers - Launch : 1999
builder : Pendennis Shipyard - Loa : 42m

WINDROSE
GLORIA
type : Schooner - Designer : Dykstra & Partners
type : Schooner - Designer : Pieter Beeldsnijder
builder : Holland Jachtbouw - Loa : 46m - Launch : 2001 builder : Jongert & Lowland - Loa : 38m - Launch : 1986

THIS IS US
BEQUIA
type : Schooner - Designer : Hoek
type : Yawl - Designer : Bob Stephens
builder : Holland Jachtbouw - Loa : 41m - Launch : 2005 builder : Brooklin Boatyard - Loa : 27m - Launch : 2009

GAIA
type : Sloop - Designer : Sean McMillan
builder : Spirit Yachts - Loa : 31m - Launch : 2007
St Barth Weekly n°217

WHITE WINGS
type : Sloop - Designer : White
builder : Brooklin Boatyard - Loa : 23m - Launch : 1998
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LES ELEGANTES DES MERS

LES GRANDES DAMES DES MERS

CHRISTOPHER
type : Ketch - Designer : Ron Holland - Launch : 2011
builder : Pendennis Shipyard - Loa : 46m

GENEVIEVE
type : Sloop - Designer : Dubois
builder : Alloy Yachts - Loa : 38m - Launch : 1995

ELENA OF LONDON (replica of the racing schooner Elena
(Herreshoff, 1911)) type : Schooner - Designer : Herreshoff
builder : Marin Luxur - Loa : 55m - Launch : 2009

AXIA
type : Ketch - Designer : S&S
builder : Palmer Johnson - Loa : 37m - Launch : 1990

MARIE
type : Ketch - Designer : Hoek
builder : Vitters Shipyard - Loa : 54m - Launch : 2010

BLUE TOO
type : Ketch - Designer : Holland
builder : Alloy Yachts - Loa : 34m- Launch : NC

METEOR
type : Schooner - Designer : Dykstra & Partners
builder : Royal Huisman Shipyard - Loa : 51m - Launch : 2007

PARAISO
type : Sloop - Designer : Fontaine
builder : Alloy Yachts - Loa : 32m - Launch : 2004
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LES GRANDES DAMES DES MERS

ETHEREAL
type : Ketch - Designer : Holland - Launch : 2009
builder : Royal Huisman Shipyard - Loa : 58m
MALTESE FALCON
type : Dynarig - Designer : Dykstra & Partners
builder : Perini Navi - Loa : 88m - Launch : 2006
KLOSTERS
type : Ketch - Designer : Perini Navi
builder :Perini Navi - Loa : 47m -- Launch : 1990

PARSIFAL III (Overall Sailing Yacht Winner 2006)
type : Ketch - Designer : Holland
builder : Perini Navi - Loa 54m - - Launch : 2005

HELIOS II
type : Sloop - Designer : Holland
builder : Perini Navi - Loa : 45m - Launch : 2007

ANTARA
type : Ketch - Designer : Perini Navi
builder : Perini Navi - Loa : 46m - Launch : 1991

DRUMBEG
type : Sloop - Designer : Dubois
builder : Vitters Shipyard - Loa : 42m - Launch : 2004
20
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WILLIAM TAI
type : Ketch - Designer : Hood - Launch : 1997
builder : Royal Huisman Shipyard - Loa : 41m

TWIZZLE
type : Ketch - Designer : Dubois - Launch : 2010
builder : Royal Huisman Shipyard - Loa : 57m

LES GAZELLES DES MERS

KOKOMO
type : Sloop - Designer : Dubois
builder : Alloy Yachts - Loa : 58m - Launch : 2010

RANGER (Replica of Super J yacht Ranger)
type : Sloop - Designer : Burgess & Stephens
builder : Danish Yachts - Loa : 41m - - Launch : 2003

HYPERION
type : Sloop - Designer : Frers - Launch : 1998
builder : Royal Huisman Shipyard - Loa : 47m

type : Sloop - Designer : Briand
builder : Perini Navi - Loa : 38m - - Launch : 2008

LADY B
type : Sloop - Designer : Dubois
builder : Vitters Shipyard - Loa : 44m - Launch : 2009

MOONBIRD
type : Sloop - Designer : Dubois
builder : Fitzroy - Loa : 37m - - Launch : 2003

HANUMAN
type : Sloop - Designer : Dykstra & Partners
builder Royal Huisman Shipyard - Loa : 42m - Launch : 2009
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SOJANA
type : Ketch - Designer : Farr
builder : Green Marine - Loa : 35m - Launch : 2003

P2
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LES GAZELLES DES MERS

type : Sloop - Designer : Holland
builder : VT Shipbuilding - Loa : 75m - Launch : 2004

VARSOVIE
type : Sloop - Designer : Frers
builder : Nautor Swan - Loa : 30m - Launch : 2008

MARAMA
type : Ketch - Designer : Preslec
builder : N2A - Loa : 31m - Launch : 2009

VIRAGO
type : Sloop - Designer : Frers
builder : Nautor Swan - Loa : 30m - Launch : 2006

SONG OF THE SEA
type : Sloop - Designer : Frers
builder : Nautor Swan - Loa : 34m - Launch : 2002

SYMMETRY
type : Sloop - Designer : Frers
builder : Yachting Dev, NZ - Loa : 30m- Launch : 2004

LEOPARD
type : Sloop - Designer : Farr
builder : McConaghy - Loa : 30m - Launch : 2007

ZEFIRO
type : Sloop - Designer : Farr
builder Southern Wind Shipyard- Loa: 30m- Launch 2009

MIRABELLA V
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St Barth Bucket Awards
All Star Crew
Award:

Overall:
Best performance overall
for combined results, trophies for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd
place, in three classes : Les
Gazelles Des Mers, Les
Grand Dames, and Les Elegantes

Alloy Cup:
Best performance by one of
the Alloy Yachts racing in
The Bucket.

At each Bucket Event,
every yacht is asked to
cast a ballot for the
yacht crew among
the fleet that
demonstrates the
most professional
service in all tasks,
while maintaining the
best voie de vivre, camaraderie, teamwork and
respect among the
crew. This is the crew that
displays the pinnacle of the
profession and has the most
fun at it – the yacht that
everyone wants to work
aboard. Because the award
is earned by peer recognition, it has earned serious
stature within the marine
industry.

Spirit of the Bucket
Trophy:
Wolter Huisman Memorial
Trophy, presented each
year by Alice Huisman to
the yacht best exemplifying
the spirit of the Bucket
regattas. The selection is
subjective, but considers
sportsmanship, safe seamanship, best hospitality
and overall contribution to
the event.

Perini Navi Cup:
Presented to the Perini
Navi-built yacht with the
best combined results over
three days of racing.

Vitters Seamanship
Trophy:
Awarded to the yacht
demonstrating the best
seamanship and sportsmanship in the interest of
promoting safety on the
race course. Also goes to
prove nice guys don’t
always finish last!

Skulduggery Cravat:
Michel and his staff are
happy to welcome you to their
pool-side restaurant for lunch & dinner.
Lobsters Fresh From The Tank
100 g for 6,50 euros.

Hôtel Baie des Anges • Flamands • 0590 27 63 61
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A perfectly tied Admiralty
Noose, framed and presented to the yacht and

THIRD EDITION

OF THE

crew, with instructions in
elegant calligraphy on
how to tie a proper, 13turn noose, for the boat
best displaying non-adult
behaviour in time-honored
Bucket fashion. This was
originally awarded to the
owner of Sariyah 2002, so
captain Timothy Laughridge, of the Bucket Committee, could be hung at
the pleasure of the fleet.
The Cravat is still awarded to the yacht and crew
who display the best bucket humor, and Sariyah
once again sets the example: one year they spent
the evening prior to the
last race slaughtering a
down-feathered mattress,
then packing the feathers
in with their spinnaker so
when they unfurled their
sail with Hawk logo the
following day, they not
only dusted the horizon
with feathers, but also left
a rubber chicken hanging
from their spinnaker pole!

Escargot Cup:
Awarded to the last boat
overall. A dubious honor...

MINI BUCKET

Anguilla, St Maarten, and Puerto Rico
VS St Barth!
Camper & Nicholsons
(CNI), a world leader in
yachting, is organizing the
third edition of the Mini
Bucket, in collaboration
with the St Barth Yacht
Club. This year, the Mini
Bucket has some new
aspects: it will be held over
two days—March 26 &
27—and will be international, with not only local

teams of two, but also three
tandems from Anguilla,
three from Sint Maarten,
and one from Puerto Rico.
Open to boys and girls between the ages of 10 and 14,
the regatta uses the RS Feva
sailboats donated to the
Saint Barth Yacht Club by
Camper & Nicholsons and
outfitted with bright new
sails also provided by CNI.
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Yann Arthus-Bertrand,
Guest Of Honor
At 2011 Literary Festival
A renowned photographer
and activist, known for his
animal studies as well as his
images of “The Earth From
Above,” which provide a
unique vision of our planet,
Yann Arthus-Bertrand has
become one of the global
leaders of the environmental
movement, and since 2009,
has served as the United
Nations Environment Program Goodwill Ambassador.
Arthus-Bertrand will be the
guest of honor at the Saint
Barth literary festival that
takes place from March 28April 3, 2011, as organized by
the non-profit association,
Saint B’Art.
“Yann Arthus-Bertrand has
published over 60 books,
including his acclaimed “The
Earth From Above,” which
has sold more than 3.5 million
copies worldwide. At a time
when everybody is questioning the future of our environment, and on an island of just
eight square miles where
environmental questions have
become crucial to its development, it seemed pertinent for
us to invite this militant environmentalist, who through his
GoodPlanet Foundation
launched in 2005, has dedicated his life to the goal of
making the environment an
important issue in our collective consciousness,” explains
Didier Bensa, president of the
association, Saint B’Art. “In
spite of an extremely busy
schedule, Yann ArthusBertrand, who was commissioned to make the official
film for the International Year
Of Forests, in 2011, accepted
our invitation quite spontaneously and looks forward to
the exchange of ideas,” adds
Bensa, who has known the
photographer for 30 years.
During the literary festival,
Arthus-Bertrand will visit the
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junior high, and attend screenings of two of his films: “Of
Forests and Men,” the official
film for the launch of the
International Year of Forests,
2011, a seven-minute short
film on forests filled with aerial images from “Home” and
“The Earth from Above” television series, on Wednesday
March 30, 7pm at La Capitainerie. The second film,
“Home,” will be projected on
Friday, April 1 at AJOE in
Lorient. This rights-free film,
produced by Luc Besson and
financed by the Pinault group,
was seen by 20 million people
worldwide when it premiered
on June 5, 2009 on World
Environment Day. Since then,
400 million people have seen
this film about the state of our
planet and what mankind
must do to help it survive.
On Sunday, April 3, the closing day of the festival, ArthusBertrand will also sign a
selection of 10 books, of
which six are aimed at young
readers. The festival also features three additional authors
who will meet with students:
for the kindergarten and elementary school, Chinese
painter and illustrator, Chen
Jiang Hong, who has created
numerous works for children,
and Belgian children’s author
and illustrator Pierrick Bisinski. Writer Malika Ferdjoukh
will meet with junior high
classes.
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Elisa Bally Designs A Yacht
When she first opened her
showroom in the Cours
Vendome two years ago,
Elisa Bally confided that
she would like to design
the interior of a boat. This
young decorator’s wish has
now come true, as she just
completed the redesign of a
Sunseeker Predator 74
motor yacht.
Built in an English shipyard, the boat is slightly
longer than 22 meters and
was designed in a standard
style that the owner wanted
to personalize. As Bally has
already done the interior
design for the owner’s
lovely villa in the hills of
Gouverneur, she was also
selected to do the boat’s

new décor. So off she went
to Poole in England, on
several occasions to follow
the project closely:

“designing the decoration
of a boat is very different
from how you approach
that of a house,” Bally
says. “Faced with the
immensity of the sea and

the wonderful spectacle
that renews itself on a daily
basis, you don’t need to go
overboard with the interi-

ors. That doesn’t make
sense. For me, the comfort
and luxury come from the
elegance of the materials
that are used,” she adds.

For this redesign project, or
dressing up the standard
interiors of the boat, Bally
sought a good balance, by
“extinguishing the fire” of

the wood used, and instead
opted for materials with
more of a texture: linen
with various patterns, various wall-covering techniques, or grainy white
leather as used for prestige
car upholstery, treated
against fire and mold, as
well as waterproof. And the
tones are all subtle, from
beige and prune to pepper
and taupe, “to add a sense
of depth to the cabins,” and

confirm a resolute masculine universe that is both
elegant and refined, like a
sports car: luxury without
ostentation.

Stay in touch
WHEREVER YOU ARE EVERY FRIDAY AT

www.stbarthweekly.com
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SBIPOA: ST PATRICK’S DAY MEETING
What better timing than to
have Irish marine biologist
Deborah Brosnan speak on
St Patrick’s Day? The St
Barth International Property Home Owners Association (SBIPOA) did just
that, by inviting Brosnan,
along with Helene Bernier,
to speak about the island’s
environment on March 17
at K’fe Massai. The first
order of business was the
unanimous election of two
new board members (following the resignation of
Marty London): Mimi
Head and Scudder Smith.

“wearing the green,” and
we all enjoyed her Irish
accent as she reminded us
that it was good for the
world’s environment to be
green,” notes secretary Sue
Jackson. “In the 1990s
Deborah arrived on the
island to help establish a
Marine Reserve. It has
proven effective, as now
many of the fish have
returned for a safe haven
that had been overfished.”

Brosnan pointed out that
St. Barth is only 8 square
miles of rock, but surrounded by oceans connected to the rest
of the world’s
oceans.
She
spoke about the
destruction of the
coral reef and the
work that she and
graduate students
have been doing.
Thanks to David
Graham’s contribution, their work
continued
Deborah Brosnan
through this past
summer. 90% of
Association president Larry the reef has been broken up
O’Donnell then introduced by wave action, hurricanes,
Brosnan, who wished and tsunamis. According to
everyone a Happy St. Brosnan, it does not make
Patrick’s Day. “She was sense to just replace the

sand on the
beaches, because
it just washes
back into the
ocean. In the
meantime the
dredging causes
the water to
become murky.
The group asked
what they could
do to help in this
area? “Talking to
public officials
requesting monetary aid to
help re-establishing the
reefs and dunes on St.
Barth is a good first start,”
noted Brosnan.
Helene Bernier was the
next speaker. Descendent
of a French family who
arrived on St Barth in the
1600, her goal is to protect
her island via the non-profit association, St. Barth
Essentiel, whose goals are
the defense, transmission,
and development of the
heritage, historic, cultural,
and environmental aspects
of the island of St.
Barthélemy via various
activities, organization of
events, information, and
training workshops.
Ms Bernier is currently
working on a comprehensive inventory of the
island’s flora and fauna,
with scientists from France.
This inventory will help
people to plant local plants,
which best survive on the
island. When invasive
species from other locations are brought to the
island there is a chance that
they will take over those
plants that are local to St.
Barth. They will also add
plants and animals to the
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Helene Bernier
Red List of endangered
species.
Air France has donated
16,000 euros to fly the scientists from France, Guanahani donated rooms,
Budget Car Rental gave a
rental car, and La Plage
provided lunches and dinners. When Bernier went to
the local government for
funding she was told they
had already funded the
Marine Reserve— no more
would be forthcoming.
Again when asking: “What
can we do?” the answer
came back —pick up trash,
compost, recycle, and of
course donate. It was suggested that it would be a
good idea to start to re-educate the citizens through
their children.
Applause for both speakers
was loud and appreciative.
O’Donnell explained the
great results of the Rosetta
Stone in the local schools
and explained Muzzy, a
BBC program for very
young children using cartoons and up beat music to
teach language.
Next meeting of the
SBIPOA: April 7, 2011
at K’fe Massai.
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Gustavia
88 Restaurant
Bête à Z’Ailes
Bar de l’Oubli
B4
Bonito
Carl Gustaf Lounge
Café Victoire
Côté Port
Do Brazil
Eddy’s Restaurant
Entre Deux
Harbour Saladerie
L’Entracte
L’Isola Ristorante
La Crêperie
La Cantina
La Route des Boucaniers
Le Bistro
Le Vietnam
Pipiri Palace
Repaire des Rebelles
The Strand
Ti Zouk K’fé
Victoria Restaurant (Carl Gustaf)
Wall House

Toiny
05.90.52.46.11
05 90 29 74 09
05.90.27.70.06
05.90.52.45.31
05.90.27.96.96
05.90.29 79 00
05.90.29.02.39
05.90.87.79.54
05.90.29 06 66
05.90.27 54 17
05.90.27.50.88
05.90.29 52 24
05.90.27.70.11
05.90.51.00.05
05 90 27 84 07
05.90.27.55.66
05.90.27 73 00
05.90.27 51 51
05 90 27 81 37
05.90.27 53 20
05.90.27 72 48
05.90.27.63.77
05 90 27 90 60
05.90.29.79.00
05.90.27 71 83

Saline
Esprit Saline
Grain de Sel
Le Tamarin
Pacri

05.90.29 76 78
05 90 27 79 39
05 90 27 52 52
05 90 27 68 59
05.90.29 85 26

Chez Joe (Airport)
Eden Rock
Hideaway
Kiki e Mo
La Rôtisserie
Le Jardin
Le Glacier
Le Piment
La Plage
Maya to Go
Nikki Beach

05.90.27.71.40
05.90.29 79 99
05.90.27.63.62
05.90.27.90.65
05.90.29.75.69
05 90 27 73 62
05 90 27 71 30
05.90.27.53.88
05.90.29.83.70
05.90.27.70.06
05.90.27.64.64

Pointe Milou
Mango Bar restaurant (Lunch)
Taïno Restaurant (Diner & Lounge)
Ti St-Barth

05.90.27.63.63
05.90.27.63.63
05.90.27.97.71

Grand Cul de Sac
Bartoloméo (Hôtel Guanahani)
Indigo (Hôtel Guanahani)
Restaurant des pêcheurs (Le Sereno)
O’Corail
La Gloriette

05.90.27 66 60
05.90.27.66.60
05.90.29.83.00
05.90.29.33.27
05.90.29.85.71

Les Bananiers

05.90.27.93.48

Flamands
Chez Rolande
La Case de l’Ile
La Langouste
Taïwana

05.90.27.54.42
05.90.27 61 81
05.90.27.63.61
05.90.27 65 01

Lurin
Santa Fé

05.90.27.61.04

Maya’s

05.90.27.75.73

Vitet

Anse des Cayes
Chez Yvon
Fellini Ristorante (Hôtel Le Manapany)

Saint Jean

Public

Corossol
Le Régal

05.90.29.77.47

Colombier
05.90.52 46 10
05.90.52 46 05
05 90 27 72 12
05.90.29.35.63

Lorient
K’fé Massaï
Le Bouchon
Le Wok
Le Portugal à St Barth

Le Gaïac (Hôtel Le Toiny)

05.90.29 86 81
05.90.27.66.55

Hostellerie des 3 Forces

05 90 27 61 25

Stay in touch
WHEREVER YOU ARE EVERY FRIDAY AT

www.stbarthweekly.com
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BRITTA CAMPBELL

SWEDISH ROOTS
show in their wonderful new space,
and Susanna is stretching out her
wings in terms of new designers.”
Campbell’s silk scarves are adorned
with photographs that she takes at the
beach and on the coast: “That is the
arena that I work in,” she says. The
images are added to different kinds of
silk, such as organza or charmeuse,
using a computer-generated printing
process. The scarves are named after
the beaches where Campbell took the
photos.

American artist/photographer Britta
Campbell lives in the San Francisco
Bay area, where she also works as an
art consultant for high-profile companies. Some of her designs, including
silk scarves and silver jewelry, are on
display at the Swedish Design Center
in Gustavia, where Susanna and Nils
Passburg showcase the work of
Swedish designers. So what’s the connection?
“We met Susanna several years ago in
St Barth,” says Campbell, who is of
Swedish descent and has been visiting
the island for years with her husband.
“We went to the store and got to talking. I brought up my Swedish roots,
which led to the show at the store this
week. I’m so honored to be doing this
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forms found on the beach,” Campbell
notes. Her pendants echo shell shapes,
and can also be used as scarf holders,
or as belts attached with leather. “They
are based on things you might find on
the beach and say wouldn’t this be
great if this was a bracelet,” she adds.

“The Saline Scarf has a photo I took of
the foam on Saline beach,” the artist
explains. “The idea is to be able to
wear the beach, or take the beach with
you when you leave the island as a
memory.” Another example is the
Pacifica Scarf, which doubles as a
tunic: “It is a giant square scarf with a
hole in the center so you can pop it
over your head,” adds Campbell, who
studied art and photography the University of California at Berkeley. “This
snowballed into continuing my photography and applying it to fashion.”

One of the silver pendants is called the
Urchin Piece: “It was inspired by a
photo I took of a huge slab of rock
with holes and indentations… sea
urchins may have been living in
there,” Campbell says. Many of the
pieces are in matte silver, as well as
shiny, while some have a special beadblast finish. “It’s matte but with a textured surface and a bit of a sheen, polished with small glass beads when you
blast it,” she adds. “I like to investigate
with different textures, I like combining them and using them in different
ways.”

Campbell also makes jewelry, which
she describes as “different forms and
shapes you would see in a marine
environment.” Crafted in sterling silver that resists tarnishing, she creates
organic shapes, such as a set of wiggly
silver bangles, in a set of five, each
one slightly different. “They were
abstracted from seaweed and other

Saint Barth is a perfect getaway for
Campbell. “Saline is just so pristine,
and the water is so great to swim in.
Shell Beach on a Sunday, sifting
through all that stuff there, that is my
heaven,” she admits. “And everyone is
so welcoming. We just love St Barth.”
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TIME OUT
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

Where to go dancing? See an art exhibit? Listen to live music?
Time Out keeps you up to date on local happenings. Let’s party !

Special Events

Gold Emotion, at
Ti St Barth & Yacht Club.

BUCKET 2011
Schedule events : see
page 2

Plage, Tom Beach, Saint Jean
◗ Friday March 25
- Crazy Banana by Mylène
around a wood-burning BBQ,
Nikki Beach, Saint Jean
◗ Saturday March 26
- Soley for Sunset & Dinner,
at Do Brazil, Gustavia
- Crazy Banana by Mylène at
Strand Restaurant, Gustavia

Live
Music
◗

Daily at noon
DJ Yo One Sutter at restaurant La Plage, St Jean
◗ Every Friday & Saturday
After Work, from 6-9pm at
La Plage, St Jean
◗ Every evening
FB Julian resident DJ at
Kubbicle in London, from
6pm at 88, Carré d’Or,
◗ Every Thursday
- Christian from 7pm at
Taino, Christopher Hotel
- Soley, the best of flamenco
into accoustic from 7pm at
La Banane, Lorient
-- Spectacle Fire Show
around a wood-burning BBQ,
Nikki Beach, Saint Jean
◗ Through March 27
Evan Goodrow Band, from
9pm to midnight, Bete A
Z’Ailes
◗ Thursday March 24
The Violin Diva and from
Los Angeles Dj Alex Merrell at La Plage, Tom
Beach, Saint Jean
The Violin Diva and from Los
Angeles Dj Alex Merrell at La
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The Violin Diva and from
Los Angeles Dj Alex Merrell at La Plage, Tom
Beach, Saint Jean
◗ Tuesday, March 29
- Soley from 6pm, at Do
Brazil, Gustavia
◗ Wednesday March 30
- Happy Hours with DJ
Patris Gero from 7pm at Le
Bistrot, Gustavia
- Soley, the best of flamenco
into accoustic from 7pm at
Bar de L’Oubli, Gustavia

Night Club
- Yacht Club, Gustavia
- Eleven 12, Gustavia
- The Strand Supper Club,
Gustavia Open from
Wednesday to Monday

Let’s Party

◗ Every Tuesday
- Cabaret Performance with
show girls at Ti St Barth,
Pointe Milou
◗ Every Wednesday
Sex ant the Beach party, at
Yacht Club, Gustavia
◗ Every Thursday
- Baywatch night with
Resident DJ James Kentaro
at Yacht Club, Gustavia
- St Barth House Mafia,
Strand Supper Club,
Gustavia
◗ Friday, March 25
- White Party, Strand Supper
Club, Gustavia

Exhibitions
◗ Friday March 25
Vernissage with artist Britta Campbell unique new
collection in silver and silk
between 6-8pm at Swedish
Design Center Gustavia

◗ Through March 24
Caitlin Hurd at Eden Rock
◗ Through March 25
Peter Gurnz, Marco
Glaviano, Marco Cella,
Philippe Pasqua at
TomBeachArtStudio, St Jean
◗ Saturday March 26
Proper & Martine Assouline
Gold Emotion, at
Invite you to celebrate the
Ti St Barth & Yacht Club.
publication of “In the Spirit
of St Barths” by Pamela Fiori
◗ Sunday, March 27
6 to 8 in the evening at Clic
Casa Nikki Forever at Strand Bookstore & Gallery,
Supper Club, Gustavia
Gustavia
◗ Thursday March 29
◗ Through March 30
- Power Flower at The Strand Patrick Varachez, Bar du
Supper Club, Gustavia
Village Saint Jean
◗ Permanent Exhibitions

Fashion Show
◗ Daily Fashion Shows
- Fashion Show: every lunch
& dinner, La Plage, St Jean
- Fashion Show from the
Poupette boutique, from
1:00pm at Tamarin, Saline.
- at 9:00pm Fashion show at
Ti St Barth except Sunday
◗ Every Tuesday
6:30pm: Fashion show by
the pool, from the boutique
at the Isle de France
◗ Every Saturday
8:00pm: Fashion show by the
pool, from the boutique Linde
gallery at Taino Restaurant,
Christopher Hotel
◗ Friday March 25
- Fashion show by Caravan,
2pm @ Nikki Beach,
Saint Jean
◗ Saturday, March 19
Fashion show by Marina
boutique, 2pm @ Nikki
Beach, Saint Jean
◗ Sunday, March 20
Fashion show by Bambou,
2pm @ Nikki Beach, Saint
Jean

- Alain le Chatelier, Dave
Stevenson, Les Artisans,
Gustavia

- Works by Cyrille Margarit,
Nikki Beach, St Jean
- Photography by Wolfgang
Ludes, Jean-Philippe Piter,
Antoine Verglas at Clic
Bookstore and Gallery,
Gustavia
- Tony Caramanico at Clic
Gallery, Gustavia
- Group show at Pipiri
Palace, Gustavia
- Rose Murray, Comptoir du
Cigare, Gustavia
- Sculptures by Timothy
Holmes, Comptoir du Cigare,
Gustavia
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verdure alla griglia

18€

selection of grilled vegetable

prosciutto e melone

20€

caprese
18€
fresh mozzarella, tomato and basil

22€

insalata di carciofi

bresaola della valtellina
thinly sliced, cured meat
with arucola and parmigiano

carpaccio di manzo

22€

thinly sliced prime beef, shaved
parmigiano in a lemon dressing

vitello tonnato

insalata

antipasti

prosciutto di parma and melon

insalata Fellini

restaurant

18€

tomato sauce

tagliata al rosmarino

spaghetti alla carbonara
24€
spaghetti with eggs, smoked bacon,
parmigiano and fresh black pepper

new york strip seasoned
with rosemary

22€

very spice tomato sauce

fettuccine bolognese

24€

24€

porcini mushrooms

risotto di mare

scaloppine ai porcini

34€

veal scaloppine in a porcini sauce

MP

pesce del giorno
Fresh fish of the day

Aragosta alla griglia

10€/100gr

22€

basilic sauce

risotto ai funghi porcini

32€

veal spaloppine in a lemon sauce

Grilled caribbean lobster

traditional meat sauce

penne alla genovese

39€

scaloppine al limone

secondi

spaghetti all’aragosta
32 €
caribbean lobster in a fresh cherry
tomato sauce
penne all’arrabiata

16€

rucola, parmigiano in a lemon
dressing
29€
thinly sliced octopus on a mash salad

fellini

primi

salad,baby artucgikes, shaved
parmigiano in a lemon dressing

carpaccio di polpo

24€

veal on a tuna sauce creame
and caper

spaghetti alla napolitana

16€

28€

Tutti i nostri piatti sono accompagnati
di patate arrosto e legumi del giorno.
Served with roasted potatoes and
fresh vegetables

seafood

reservation 05 90 27 66 55 - anse des cayes - www.lemanapany.com

■■■■■■■

Windsurfing
Villa BAY

Contemporary 2-bedroom villa in Pointe Milou
with incredible view of the ocean and the sunsets.
Infinity pool.
€ 3,200,000

Season Starts Well
for Antoine Questel
March 1-5 saw the first
leg of the windsurfing
world championships in
vietnam, followed a few
days later by an event in
the french funboard
championships in corsica. st barth’s local champion antoine Questel
took part in these two
competitions:

and 7.8 with the Starboard
127 and 107.”
After Vietnam, Questel
headed to Corsica for the
Funboard competition.
After worrying about the
strike by the SNCM, the
maritime ferry company
that goes to Corsica, he
was able to get to the

Villa JMP

Beautiful 3-bedroom property with pool in Petit
Cul de Sac appreciated for its calm surroundings,
lush vegetation and charming ocean view.
€ 2,600,000

Villa IKU

Unique 1-bedroom property with pool in a pure
Japanese style located on a 1.7-acre parcel
in Mont Jean, benefitting from direct access to
the waters. Amazing views of Marigot bay.
€ 4,500,000
Sibarth Real Estate
Tel: (+ 590) 590.29.88.91
estates@sibarthrealestate.com

www.sibarthrealestate.com

“I arrived in Vietnam 10
days before the competition. Conditions were ideal
and I was able to train with
my own gear. I finished in
16th place, but for the first
time in my career I won
two finals races,” says
Questel. “I am pleased
with the results, the best I
have done to date in the
world championships. The
level was very high and
gets more competitive
every year. The top 25 usually get into the finals, but
it is hard to remain consistent. A little mishap can
make you miss out. But
this event allowed me to
validate the choices I made
in terms of equipment. For
this competition I used
Loft racing blade 9.5, 8.6,
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Mediterranean island. The
event was eventually held
one day later than planned,
and the weather conditions
did not allow for the
slalom races to take place.
In the finals, only the Wave
race was held on Saturday:
“The Wave discipline is
not my priority, but I did
well enough and was in
second place on the podium,” concludes Antoine.
There are two remaining
competitions n the French
Funboard Championships.
Special thanks to Loft Sail,
Sooruz, the Collectivity of
Saint Barthélemy, Eden
Rock Hotel, Saint Barth
Assurances, the Saint Barth
Yacht Club, and all those
who support Antoine
Questel.
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■ At your services

■ Classified ads

Real Estate
Private sale of fourbedroom home in Marigot, large deck, ocean
views.
e-mail
:
m.toupet@orange.fr

Private event Planner:

dinner, cocktail, birthday party, etc
at your villa or yacht.
Contact nelly at 0690 61 85 77
or email
nelly.roussel@hotmail.com
Published by
"Le Journal de Saint-Barth"
ISSN-1766-9278

Ph. : 05.90.27.65.19

ST JEAN Rare, in a quiet
neighbourhood, with a
stunning seaview, overlooking Eden Rock, 2 bedrooms villa. Possibility of
extension. Pool. Garden.
Garage.
2M€.
BARTHOME
0590 27 89 83
info@barthome-sbh.com

LORIENT Hillside top
with view of the sea and
islands, 2 bedrooms villa
+ mezzanine. Pool. 0, 470
acre land. Separated bungalow. Urgent. 1,5 M€.
BARTHOME
0590 27 89 83
info@barthome-sbh.com
Gouverneur Successful
brand new luxury contemporary construction, 4
bedrooms, 4 baths. Pool.
Gorgeous view of the sea.
Consult us. BARTHOME
0590 27 89 83
info@barthome-sbh.com

■ Puzzle

www.sudokustar.fr
There's no math involved. The grid has numbers, but
nothing has to add up to anything else. You solve the
puzzle with reasoning and logic. It's fun. It's challenging. It's addictive!“Fill in the grid so that every row,
every column, and every 3x3 box contains the digits 1
through 9."That's all there is to it.
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Solution
Check
the solutions
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■ Classified ads
Tucked into the tranquil hillside of Grand Cul de Sac is
this lovely 2 bedroom villa
with ocean view. Furthermore, a room used as an
office can be converted into
a 3rd bedroom with ensuite
bath. The living area and
kitchen open to a covered
dining terrace which leads
to spacious pool deck. Possibility to buy, in addition,
the plot behind that can generate yearly revenues.
St Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty : 0590 29 75 05
This lovely one bedroom
apartment situated in the
heights of St. Jean has
breathtaking views of St
Jean Bay. A second room
can be used as an indoor living room/office or second
bedroom. The apartment is
situated on the first floor,
close to the community pool.
Good opportunity.

St Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty : 0590 29 75 05
Set high on the sought after
Lurin hillside is this 4 bedroom villa. Renovated, this
property is privy to one of
the most beautiful ocean
views including year round
sunsets and glimpses of
Statia, St Kitts & Nevis.
Ideally situated, this villa is
just 2 mn from Gouverneur
beach & Gustavia. This villa
generates great weekly revenues.St Barth Properties
Sotheby’s International
Realty : 0590 29 75 05

Looking for...
You’re looking for someone
you can count on for your
villa. I am reliable discrete
and handworking. Contact
me for your villa managament and upkeeping.
cc.sbh@orange.fr
Cell. 06 90 54 48 82

TERRE DE ST BARTH
Agence immobilière - Real Estate

Emile Garcin
PROPRIéTéS
saint-barth@emilegarcin.fr

Exclusive Sale:
Villa of charm and character situated in Lurin on 1,972sq.m
3 bedroom, 3 1/2 bath plus separate studio, pool breathtaking
panoramique view
Villa of prestige in Lurin situated on 7.000 sq.m of land,
3 bedroom, 3 1/2 bath, spacious volumes throughout,
pool, jacuzzi, luxuriant, exotic gardens, spectacular
panoramique view St. Jean and beyond
Anguilla, luxury villa, oceanside, 5 bedroom, 51/2 bath,
fitness room, pool, many prestigious details.
Sophie RAFFENEAU
Tel. : 0690 209 666

Donna COHEN
Tel. : 0690 615 089

www.emilegarcin.fr
VENTE - LOCATION SAISONNIERE
EMILE GARCIN, partenariat exclusif avec TERRE DE ST-BARTH
45 rue de la Paix - Gustavia
Carte professionnelle N° 08-006T (S.N.P.I.) - QBE Insurance (Europe)

